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Abstract 
 
Archaeological research at the historic Warner site, 20LV334, included excavation of a dry set stone 
well yielding over seven cubic feet of cultural material dating from the 1840s to 1910.  The article 
describes a non-destructive method used for the removal of artifacts. 

 
 

Introduction 
 
The Warner site, a pioneer homestead located in Brighton Township, MI, has been the focus of 
archaeological research for eight field seasons beginning in 2007.  The property was purchased by 
Timothy Warner, a pioneer from Livingston County, NY, in 1841.  He built a Greek Revival house in 
1855, listed on the National Register of Historic Places in 2011.  Tens of thousands of artifacts have 
been recovered, some dating to as early as the 1820s and spanning to the 1940s.  However, a large 
percentage of recovered artifacts date to the mid 19th century.  Conspicuously missing from the 
archaeological inventory during the excavation of over 4400 ft2 were artifacts dating to the late 19th 
century/early 20th century. 
 
In April 2012, standard excavation techniques yielded a concentration of boulders just south of the two 
story section of the extant house.  The excavation area was expanded to reveal a cluster of cobbles and 
boulders measuring 7 1/2 ft by 6 3/4 ft.  Near the center is an outline of several large boulders in a 
circular formation.  A flat boulder was set several inches below the central boulder outline.  This feature, 
designated number 19, has been interpreted as an intact well. 

Aerial view of a dry set stone well discovered just feet from the 
1855 Greek Revival Warner house. Photo by author. 



 
Abandoned wells on historic sites are often found with significant amounts of cultural material that 
provide for a time capsule of information directly related to previous occupants of the site.  Preservation 
of artifacts is typically good even for fragile and organic materials.  Wells discovered at Jamestowne, 
descending nine meters deep, yielded wood, fabric, and even paper (Historic Jamestowne 2006). 

 
 

Discussion 
 
Removal of the central cap boulder revealed an 18" 
column packed with household artifacts including 
ceramics, window glass, bottles, bricks, Mason jars, 
shoes, lamp chimneys, stove parts, clothing irons, 
buttons, etc.  Roughly seven cubic feet of cultural 
material has been recovered so far.  Artifacts were 
removed in one inch layers and bagged accordingly to 
help determine deposition timeline.  Preservation was 
good although iron oxide water staining appears on 
some sherds of ceramics.  Layers of ash still bore the 
acrid smell of burnt wood. 
 
Although artifacts dating to the 1840s such as a nearly 
complete redware jug were recovered, the vast majority 
of household items dated to the late 19th century.  
Refitted ceramics of various diagnostic patterns and 
maker's marks were found throughout the column.  Relative to the amount of artifacts, there was little 
soil with the exception of layers of ash interspersed through the column. 
 
Examination of reassembled artifacts and high artifact to soil ratio suggests a quick deposition timeline 
ranging from weeks to possibly just days.  One clue regarding deposition timeline and time frame 
originated from a brief newspaper article.  The article appeared in the local newspaper dated April 27, 
1910 that indicated "George Warner and family will soon move on to the farm where they used to live 
just beyond Leonard Morgan's and Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Warner will occupy the old Timothy Warner 
homestead." (Brighton Argus 1910).  George grew up at the Warner homestead but moved out after 
purchasing his own farm several miles away around 1871.  After his parents died in 1900, George and 
family had moved back to the Warner homestead.  When George's son Herbert and wife Laura Warner 
were married in April 1910 George moved out and the newlyweds moved into the homestead.  The 
deposit has been interpreted as a cleanout of the house by one of the family members. 
 
Artifacts were removed by hand and bagged by one inch depth.  Removal of artifacts at the top of the 
column was easy enough until beyond arm's reach.  At only 18" in diameter, the column was too narrow 
for a person to fit in and also remove artifacts, particularly without causing damage to the artifacts.  
Further, collapse on an excavator inside the column from dry set stone, some weighing several hundred 
pounds, was also a risk. 
 

The well was packed with over seven cubic feet of 
cultural material dating from the 1840s to 1910. 
Photo by author. 



One approach at other sites employed the use of large mechanical excavators to remove significant 
amounts of surrounding soil resulting in a large crater.  Others utilized wood bracing as a precaution 
against collapse.  The wells were then dismantled rock by rock.  While this method would allow for a 
cross section detail of the outside of the well, the procedure is inherently dangerous, extensively 
invasive to the surrounding area, and ultimately destroys the feature.  These methods were rejected until 
another approach was found that would be minimally invasive and would leave the well feature intact as 
significant part of the National Register of Historical Places listed Greek Revival homestead. 
 

A hand operated mechanical "E-Z reacher" was therefore 
utilized to grasp artifacts well beyond arm's length.  The 
reacher has a pistol style handle with trigger that when 
engaged provides tension to cause the distal ends to enclose 
towards each other.  These reachers are more commonly 
used for removing items from high shelves and refuse pick-
up.  Attempts were first made with a reacher having hard 
plastic fingers but the fingers often slipped on boulders and 
larger objects.  This reacher was replaced with one having 
rubber suction cups attached to spring metal at the distal 
ends which proved much more effective. 
 
Artifacts ranging from individual pieces of ceramics and 
glass to large sections of plates and whole bottles were very 
easily removed without damage.  The soft rubber suction 
cups along with the metal ends allowed the reacher to wrap 

around and conform to oddly shaped items.  Even heavy but thin items such as cast iron stove parts were 
removed.  Artifacts were placed into a bucket that was lowered on a string.  The reacher has the ability 
to remove individual items such as small sherds, coins, marbles, etc.  Stratigraphy of artifacts was 
largely maintained, although, the removal of artifacts did cause others to slip downward into open voids 
within the column.  Changes in sediment among artifacts were noted and artifacts measured and bagged 
to the inch.  Even fist sized or larger cobbles were fairly easy to remove with the reacher. 
  
The suction cups, however, were inefficient in removing layers of fine ash periodically encountered as 
excavation proceeded deeper.  An attempt using a shop-vac with an extended hose proved ineffective.    
The suction cups on the reacher were replaced with metal jelly jar lids that made for fairly quick 
removal of soil and ash.  The sediment was also loaded into 
the bucket and sifted through a quarter inch mesh screen. 
 
While the reacher is surprisingly adept at moving even 
heavy, oddly shaped, and medium sized objects, there are 
certainly limits to the size and weight that can be moved with 
the reacher.  One large boulder encountered in the well 
column at 4' depth weighs 200 lbs and measures 15" x 17".   
This boulder was removed with the aid of car straps, an 
episode of jostling with pry bars, and ultimately using the 
hydraulic lift on a tractor to elevate it out of the well. 
 

The reacher was no match for a 200 lb 
boulder removed with aid of hydraulics. 
Photo by author. 

The author is assisted by his nephew during 
excavation of the well using a reacher. Photo 
by author. 



Other limitations of using the reacher involves its length relative to the typical depth of wells.  The well 
at the Warner site is considered small in diameter and fairly shallow in depth.  Excavation of the dry set 
stone well is not yet completed, however, the well that currently serves the house has been estimated at 
just 13 feet in depth.  So far excavation has proceeded within dry strata.  It is unclear how it would 
perform below the waterline.  Besides wells, the reacher could also be useful for other shallow historic 
subterranean features such as cisterns or privies, particularly those with a narrow orifice. 
 
Varying length reachers are available at local retail outlets such as hardware stores typically in lengths 
ranging from 3' to 4'.  Extended reachers, including collapsible versions up to 12' long, are available 
from online websites such as Amazon.com.  The reachers are lightweight, reasonably priced, and easy to 
use.  Excavation of the well at the Warner site is now at a depth of just over 8' utilizing a 10' collapsible 
reacher.  As excavation proceeded lower, artificial light was required to effectively remove artifacts, 
cobbles, and sediment. 
 
 
Conclusions 
 
Excavation of subterranean structures such as shallow dry set stone wells and cisterns can be 
accomplished without feature destruction.  Standard excavation techniques that include removing a large 
crater of soil or building wood bracing are inherently dangerous, invasive, costly, and destructive.  Due 
to the risks and costs involved, wells and cisterns containing a wealth of information, are often left 
unexcavated. 
 
Innovations in response to these concerns have been developed over the past few years.  For example, a 
specialized prototype machine utilizing a winch and a device with a pair of 75 lb blades for well and 
cistern excavation has been tested by Texas Tech University graduate student Jacob Edwards (Edwards 
2014).  The device was able to remove sediment and artifacts from two wells even below the waterline 
after a few design adjustments.  While the device shows promise, the $2,500 material cost is prohibitive 
and at 22" in diameter would not be an option on narrow wells such as the one found at Warner. 
 
Until such machines become readily available with significant cost reductions, the use of inexpensive, 
widely available extended reachers allow excavators to efficiently remove artifacts from the safety of the 
surface that is minimally invasive.  Individual artifacts above the waterline both large and small can in 
many cases be easily recovered without damage while largely maintaining stratigraphy.  Reachers aren't 
necessarily suited for the excavation of all subterranean features, but certainly provide another option to 
previously thought inaccessible materials.  The dry set stone well, left intact, remains an intriguing 
component of the pioneer era cultural landscape available for examination by future researchers. 
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